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timely vegetable & agronomic crop info from University of Delaware Cooperative Extension

Jerry Brust, IPM Vegetable Specialist, University of Maryland; jbrust@umd.edu
In last week’s issue of WCU Gordon Johnson did a nice job of explaining some of the problems with tomato
ripening that we are seeing in the area in the article titled Ripening Disorders in Tomatoes. The ripening
problems are called various names such as blotchy ripening, yellow shoulder, graywall, internal whitening,
etc. (Fig. 1). They all have the same root cause; lower levels of potassium (K+) than what is needed by the
fruit to ripen properly. But, just as with blossom end rot, the factors that can lead to the ripening problems are
more complex than just reduced levels of K+ and that is what I would like to discuss. The first problem I was
aware of, mostly because it was happening in my research high tunnel was internal whitening (Fig. 2). This is
different from graywall because there are blotches of hard, white, corky tissue instead of collapsed dark tissue
(common in graywall) in the outer wall of the fruit. In addition the corky white tissue is not confined to the
outer wall of the fruit but is found throughout the interior walls of the fruit. Tomatoes look good on the
outside but bad on the inside. Other high tunnel growers in the southern part of Maryland and on the Eastern
Shore were also having these same problems at the same time. There were many peculiar factors with this
problem; first that it happened over a large geographical area, second that it happened across many varieties
and third that the ripening problem occurred much more frequently in high tunnels than outside. A couple of
high tunnel growers took soil and foliar samples and consistently found that the soil was at adequate or even
high levels for K+, but the tissue samples were low to very low in K+. What could cause a reduction in K+ in
the plant when there was plenty in the soil? The best explanation for this is the weather we had in May and
June. As you recall we either set records or came close for those two months for rain. This also meant we had
very cloudy skies. Whether it was the excess moisture, the cloudy skies or both, the plant’s ability to take up
enough K+ was seriously reduced. This may seem odd, but anything that interferes with the ability of the
plant to take up K+ will result in ripening problems, especially when there is a heavy fruit load on the plant
(which there was in high tunnels, but not in the field in May and June). What makes me think the fruit load is
important? In a small study I removed 50% of the fruit (various sizes of all green fruit) from tomato plants
scattered throughout a high tunnel. A month later the incidence of ripening problems was about 20% on the
plants with all their fruit and almost 0% for plants that I had removed the fruit.
Now we are seeing problems in the field and high tunnels with yellow shoulder and uneven ripening (Fig. 3).
It comes around in mid to late summer when plants are putting on fruit and temperatures and humidity are
high. The cause is the same, K+ levels too low in the plant, but for different reasons. Some of the reasons
could be inadequate moisture and a poor tomato root system, which results in a plant that cannot take up the
proper amount of K+. If the roots are concentrated in the top 6 inches of soil and the plant canopy is poor this
can expose the black plastic to the sun and raise soil temperatures to the point where water as well as K+ and
other nutrient uptake is reduced enough to cause ripening problems.
You will notice that I have not mentioned any real solutions to the various factors that cause ripening
problems. Saying “be sure you have enough K+ in your soil” as I have over the years does not seem to be the
best solution any more. I know that some growers use a foliar spray of potassium sulfate or potassium
phosphate after flowering to move more K+ into the plant. I have no idea whether this will work or not. Some
growers use white plastic mulch to reduce soil temperatures and many have fewer problems with yellow
shoulder in late summer. What I hope to do is conduct several studies looking at many of the above factors
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next year.
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Figure1. Various forms of ripening problems for tomatoes in the
Mid-Atlantic

Figure 2. Internal whitening of tomato fruit, mostly found in
high tunnel tomatoes early this summer

Figure 3. Various forms of yellow shoulders showing up now in
the field and high tunnels
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Tomato Ripening Problems and the Role of Potassium
Jerry Brust, IPM Vegetable Specialist, Univ. Maryland, Aug. 2009

Over the last few months in our area there have appeared problems with tomato ripening. The ripening
problems are called various names such as blotchy ripening, yellow shoulder, grey wall, internal
whitening, etc (fig 1). They all have the same root cause; lower levels of potassium (K+) than what is
needed by the fruit to ripen properly. But just as with blossom end rot the factors that can lead to the
ripening problems are more complex than just reduced levels of K+ and that is what I would like to
discuss. The first problem I was aware of, mostly because it was happening in my research high tunnel
was a problem of internal whitening (fig 2). This is different from grey wall because there are blotches of
hard white corky tissue instead of collapsed dark tissue (common in grey wall) in the outer wall of the
fruit. In addition the corky white tissue is not confined to the outer wall of the fruit but is found
throughout the interior walls of the fruit. Other high tunnel growers in the southern part of Maryland
and on the Eastern Shore were also having these same problems at the same time. There were many
peculiar factors with this problem; first that it happened over a large geographical area, second that it
happened across many varieties and third that the ripening problem occurred much more frequently in
a high tunnel than outside. A couple of high tunnel growers and I took soil and foliar samples and
consistently found that the soil was at adequate or even high levels for K+, but the tissue samples were
low to very low in K+. What could cause a reduction in K+ in the plant when there was plenty in the soil?
The best explanation for this is the weather we had in May and June. As you recall we either set records
or came close for those two months for rain. This also meant we had very cloudy skies. Whether it was
the excess moisture, the cloudy skies or both the plant’s ability to take up enough K+ was seriously
reduced. This may seem odd but anything that interferes with the ability of the plant to take up K+ will
result in ripening problems, especially when there is a heavy fruit load on the plant (which there was in
high tunnels, but not in the field in May and June). What makes me think the fruit load is important, in a
small study I removed 50% of the fruit (various sizes of all green fruit) from tomato plants scattered
throughout a high tunnel. A month later the incidence of ripening problems was about 20% on the
plants in which no fruit was removed and almost 0% for the plants that I had removed the fruit.
Now we are seeing problems in the field as well as high tunnels with yellow shoulder and uneven
ripening (fig 3). It comes around in mid to late summer when plants are putting on fruit and
temperatures and humidity are high. The cause is the same, K+ levels too low in the plant, but for
different reasons. Some of the reasons could be a poor tomato root system which results in a plant that
cannot take up the proper amount of K+. If the roots are concentrated in the top 6 inches of soil and the
plant canopy is poor this can expose the black plastic to the sun and raise soil temperatures to the point
where water as well as K+ uptake is reduced enough to cause ripening problems.
You will notice that I have not mentioned any real solutions to the various factors that cause ripening
problems. Saying “be sure you have enough K+ in your soil” does not seem to be the best solution any
more. I know that some growers use a foliar spray of potassium sulfate or potassium phosphate after
flowering to move more K+ into the plant. I have no idea whether this will work or not. Some growers
use white plastic mulch to reduce soil temperatures and many have fewer problems with yellow
shoulder in late summer. What I hope to do is conduct several studies looking at many of the above
factors next year.

Fig.1 Various forms of ripening problems for tomatoes in the mid-Atlantic

Fig 2. Internal whitening of tomato fruit, mostly found in high tunnel tomatoes early this summer

Fig. 3 Various forms of yellow shoulder showing up now in the field and high tunnels
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timely vegetable & agronomic crop info from University of Delaware Cooperative Extension

Gordon Johnson, Extension Ag Agent, Kent Co.; gcjohn@udel.edu
I have seen a considerable amount of tomato blotchy ripening, yellow shoulder, graywall and white tissue in
market tomatoes recently. The discolored tissue is often hard even when the rest of the tomato is ripe. These
are physiological ripening disorders and not diseases. Symptoms often appear during stress periods or when
the environment changes rapidly. The recent hot weather after the previous period of cloudy, rainy weather
may have been a contributing factor to the onset of these tomato fruit ripening disorders.
There are several keys to controlling blotchy ripening, yellow shoulder, and other tissue ripening disorders in
tomato. First is variety selection. Some tomatoes are more prone to develop yellow shoulders than others,
especially those with dark green shoulders without the uniform ripening gene. Other varieties are prone to
excess white tissue development. Review local tomato trial results for ripening disorder ratings. Second is to
manage crop canopies — yellow shoulder is more prevalent in open canopies; blotchy ripening is more
prevalent in dense canopies. Try to have a canopy that allows for air circulation with adequate fruit cover but
without excessive vegetation. Third, and probably the most important, is to manage potassium nutrition.
Tomatoes are heavy users of potassium and a shortage of potassium during fruit development and ripening
can lead to increased problems with ripening disorders. Tomatoes require close to 200 lbs of K2O to grow a
heavy crop. In our commercial vegetable recommendation guide even at optimum soil levels we recommend
100 lbs of K2O (300 lbs K2O in soils with low K2O levels) for a crop of tomatoes.
To reduce ripening disorders during the growing season, apply additional potassium through the drip system
under plastic or as a sidedressing in bare ground production. Foliar applications of potassium can also be of
benefit to reduce symptoms but should not take the place of soil applications.
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